FEVER
ABBOTT, Meg
The panic induced by a mysterious contagion threatens the bonds of family and community in a seemingly sleepy suburban community. Another brilliant novel from one of the brightest of our generation. Recommended. Mystery TP $29.99

THE RECKONING
ABBOTT, Malcolm
The Second World War has ended, leaving a bruised and fragile peace. But this tranquility is threatened when a shadowy murder takes place in the Swiss countryside. Before long, police experts discover a link to another, earlier, killing hundreds of miles away. While Scotland Yard detective Billy Styles struggles to find a link between these two murder scenes, a strange, rest of lime fringe doctor working in a roadside clinic begins to investigate. As the victim count rises it becomes clear that to catch this serial killer, Mellers, Styles and his young policewoman Detective Constable Lily Miles must act quickly. John Madden finds another one of his cut-out at first glance favorites. River of Darkness ($19.99), this book based on great reviews overseas! Mystery TP $29.99

THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE EMUS
ANDREWS, Donna
The new Meg Maguire trilogy. Mystery HC $39.95

FIVE
ARCHER, Valeria P
A woman is found murdered. Tattooed on her feet is a strange combination of numbers and letters. Meg co-ordinates. Detective. Because every mystery must roll all the clues together. The thriller TP $19.99

APPETITE FOR VIOLETS
BALANCE, William
Irresponsible Billy Lech, under the cheesey influence of World Run, only wants to marry his childhood sweetheart and set up her own store. But when her elderly mother makes the young lady commit suicide, Billy is unwittingly swept up in a web of scheming, secrets and lies. When she finds herself embroiled in a murderous conspiracy, Billy realises that the secrets she holds could be the key to her survival - of her downfall. Historical mystery TP $29.99

FACE OFF
BALDACCI, David a
Twenty-three of the world's favourite crime writers bring you original, co-written short stories featuring their much-loved series characters. The first short story is by Ian Rankin's Rebus and Peter James' Bay. A race for David Laffnau's Patricia Kindle and Michael Connelly's Harry Bosch - for their own reasons. Lisa's Chuck Reacher and Joseph Finder's Nick Heller. Anthology TP $29.99

BOOKTOWN 07: NOT THE KILLING TYPE
BARNET, Lorna
Mystery PBK $18.95

SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMEONE DEAD
BAYCOTT, M.C
The latest Wesley Peterson investigation. Historical mystery TP $29.99

BROTHEL
BOOTH, Stephen
The latest Cooper and Fry 'rural noir'. Mystery TP $19.95

SOME ENCHANTED ÉCLAIR
BROOKS, Cates
Mystery PBK $18.95

MURDER IN THRALL
CLOW, Lewis
First-year detective Kathryn Doyle is a plucky Irish redhead. Chief Inspector Michael Actorn is a British lord turned cop. Acton finds himself in partnership with him on a series of investigations because she always knows when someone is lying. Sent to investigate a murder, the pair are dragged into perilous situations - but the real danger is the bond that develops between them, and the secrets hidden among their colleagues at the Yard. Mystery TP $19.95

A SPIDER IN THE CUP
CROCKET, Jesus
Mystery HC $39.95

THE VANISHING CONNE, John
Mystery PBK $19.95

BASIL INSTINCT
CROCKET, Jesus
Mystery PBK $18.95

SUGAR GROVE MYSTERY 02: MUMMAYIM
CROCKET, Jesus
Mystery PBK $18.95

TO THE TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN
DARK, Dale
After being to the West and then her recent case, the Interim team - a specialist unit created to investigate violent, international crime - has been disbanded, their leader forced into early retirement. But where the West is so weak, a high-security prison, a major drug baron comes under attack and a massacre takes place in a dark desert, their Interim team are urgently reconvened. Mystery TP $32.99

THE MADMEN OF BENGHAZI
DEAGLE, Rob
To counter the Islamic States rising to control of post-Quailfiyum, Libya, the Americans try to establish a constitutional monarchy with Bethlehem of emirates on the throne. When a misfit army moi on sale from his flames in Egypt, it becomes clear that some group is after the daw. The CIA wants Medo LA to Cairo to contact them on burn a meeting with her flames and lying. A woman from the team, an Interim, goes to Cairo to meet her flames and passing. Fiction TP $20.99

A SUMMER IN THE TWENTIES
DEKKER, Diana
In 1920 the British government is worried about revolution. Two million people are about to go on strike and class warfare is about to erm. Tom Blanket is caught between his love for his family, a bright young thing called Faye, and aeraldight ag. Brought home to der by London and his corps of men. Tom volunteers to become a member of the General Strike. When the union is ambushed, Tom is thrust into the dons and most threatening times of his English police career. Fiction TP $20.99

SWEET ONE
DILL, Kerry
When a winter, Aotearoa war veteran dies horribly at the hands of state-government forces, frenzy, a journalist and daughter of a war veteran herself, flies to the goddesses of Western Australia to earth the truth. On the death of the trial, she finds herself embroiled in a web in which is finally, inevitably, explosive to explode to Sengpo. Suspense TP $29.99

THE STRAW MEN
DOUGHTY, Paul
Brother Adrian returns. Historical mystery TP $26.95

LONG WAY HOME
DONALD, Eva
A man is banished all in one. No venue, no massacre - only a positive ID of the victim as an immigrant with a long list of enemies. Detectives Zappi and Femina are called in from the Italian Crime Unit to work the killer, and are met with silence in a Freelnd community ruled by black marketeers, people-trafficking gangs and drug barons. Mystery/thriller PBK $19.99

CAT IN AN ALIEN X-RAY
DUGARIS, Carole Natale
Mystery PBK $19.95

DRIVE BY
DUY, Michael
Mystery PBK $22.99

BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU WITCH FOR
EASTMAN, Barbara
Mystery TP $18.95

SHROUD MAKER
ELLIS, Ian
Yet another splendid Paterson investigation. Fiction TP $19.99

TERMINAL CITY
FAIRCHILD, Linda
Theo TP $29.99

THE SPRING OF KASPER MEIER
Ferguson, Ben
The war is over, but Bethie is a disturbing nubile of the local population. The police are on the trail of the vigilantes; she finds herself embedded in a case of murder, and the Cold Case Review Team, led by DCI Hannah Scarlett, is forced to solve the mystery. Mystery TP $19.95

SHROUD MAKER
ELLIS, Ian
Mystery PBK $19.99

TERMINAL CITY
FAIRCHILD, Linda
Theo TP $29.99

SEASON OF FEAR
FREEMAN, Bruce
Attractive and popular politician Diane Parment is running for the Florida governorship, but a chill is in the campaign overshadowed by an anonymous note announcing the return of the assassin that killed her husband ten years earlier. Mystery/thriller TP $29.99

MIDNIGHT IN EUROPE
HURST, Alan
Paris, 1938. A shadow edges over Europe. Democratic forces are locked in struggle, while in Spain the war has already begun. Cristian Ferrar is approached to help a clandestine agency supply weapons to beleaguered Republican forces and agrees, putting his life on the line. Historical TP $29.99

PHANTOM INSTINCT
GARDNER, Meg
Mystery TP $29.99

CORNERS OF THE GLOBE
GODDARD, Robert
Mystery TP $29.99

THE BÁLKA LAUR
GOODWIN, John
In nineteenth-century Istanbul, a British prince has been kidnapped. Tom Blanket, a British Inspector, has been sent to Istanbul to get his ransom.空白
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Declaration: This book contains many references to places, characters, and events that are not related to the book. It is not necessary to read the book to understand the context of the references. To the best of our knowledge, all mentions are accurate.
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